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Objectives of the Course:
The main objectives of the course are to:
 introduce communication channel models and explain the types of fading that
affect a transmitted signal
 explain source coding for digital transmission of a message
 introduce signal detection and estimation theory
 introduce channel coding for improving performance in digital communications
 introduce spread spectrum communications
Learning Outcomes:
After completion of the course students are expected to be able to:
1. identify communication channels and the various types of fading affecting the
digital transmitted signal
2. apply binary representation of information using source coding
3. identify the essentials of signal detection and estimation theory
4. identify sources of error and derive the probability of error for a given
communication scheme
5. apply channel coding to reduce the probability of error in a given communication
system
6. explain the basics of spread spectrum communications
Course Contents:
1. Elements of digital communication systems
2. Mathematical models of communication channels
3. Source coding
4. Signal detection, the matched-filter receiver, probability of error
5. Band-pass signal and system representation
6. Signal space representation of signals, representation of digitally modulated signals
7. Block coding, convolutional coding
8. Communication through fading channels
9. Spread spectrum signals

Learning Activities and Teaching Methods:
Lectures, in-class assignments.
Assessment Methods:
Homework, in-class assignments, projects, exams, final exam.
Required Textbooks/Reading:
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